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I.

PREFACE
The purpose of this thesis is to datermina the charsoteristlcs of Hardy's treatment of phyaioal natiira.

Hardy uses

landscape in the ordinary sense of description, hut he does
more than merely show us a scene.
into the pioture.

He puts his own emotions

His desoripti^ns are impreasloniatio and

leave the reader with definite emotionsl reactions.

Whether

Hardy writes of sad, oppressive, or luridly beautiful land
scapes, the reader cannot help hut pèroeire Hardy'e self-ex
pression.

Moat of ^rdy's descriptions of physical nature

have deeper significance than merely to show tho appearance
of nature at a stated time. They give us atmosphere and heigh
ten the effect of Hardy's traiaatio and tragic scenes upon the
reader.
Egdon Heath assumes individuality and is almost a char
acter in Hardy's work.

The loneliness and gloom of the heath

are a source of motiTOtion of tho actions of Hardy's htiraan crea
tions. Dark woodlands ar9 frequently used, too, in his work
for the same purpose.
Hardy does not use very ordinary aspects of nature; he
gravitates to the melancholy or oninouo in physical nature, but
he frequently uses a very grnnd or very beautiful scene.

Occas

ionally, Hardy puts a sad incident in the lines of his charac
ters into a cheerful setting, for instance, as ho does in Judats
death.

Hardy's outstanding trait In his usa of physioal naturo
lies In his tying nature up with the misfortunes of humanity.
Only rarely does physical nature appear to Hardy to be of any
assistance to human beings.

He is quite consistent in showing

how, either by its Indifference or its malice, nature hinders
the plans of man and makes him miserable.
Hardy's characters defeat themselves constantly by rebel
ling against nature.

His peasants alone seem to realize what

Hardy Intimates—that man does well to adjust himself harmon
iously to the purposes of nature and to be contented with the
environment in which he lives. His characters who suffer most,
among them—Eustacia, Jude, Sue, Pitzpiers, are usually quite
Intellectual and consequently think enough to be dissatisfied
with the landscape they see around them.
fiature means something to Hardy. It does, in certain
respects, reflect his own emotions; therefore he loves it.
By treating the various phases of Hardy's use of physical na
ture In his major novels, I wish to show the Hardyesque way of
looking at the physical world and discover, if possible, some
thing of his philosophy of nature.

1.

Introduction
In reading Thomas Hardy's books, one is impressed by the
great number of times he refers to physical nature. By the
way he speaks of landscape, he creates effects of beauty,
gloom, maliciousness, grandeur, antiquity, or, more rarely,
cheerfulness.

Hardy sometimes writes simple description of

nature, but this sort of setting usually creates atmosphere
by its Impressionism.

The most typical of Hardy's uses of

physical nature is that in which he pictures nature as a vast
primal force in the universe, purposeless @nd utterly indiffer
ent to man's well-being.

This indifference frequently extends

to cases where man's enterprises are thwarted by the animosity
of nature.
Antiquity in Physical Nature
Hardy has little to say about cosmogony, but much about
the antiquity of nature.

In Par from the Madding Crowd there

is a fine description of the swarming of the bees in which
Hardy likens the bustling swarm to a process somewhat analagous to that of alleged formations of the universe time and

1.
times ago. The aspect of antiquity in physical nature is one
which appeals strongly to Hardy.
example of this sort.

Bgdon Heath is his favorite

He tells us that everything there had

been unaltered from prehistoric times. "Civilization was its
enemy; and ever since the beginning of vegetation its soil had
worn the same antique brown dress, the natural and invariable
garment of the particular formation."

2.

1. Thomas Hardy, Par from the Madding Crowd. (New York, 1895),
p. £08.
2. Thomas Hardy, The Return of the Native. (New York, 1895),p.6.

£

A powerful and moTing daacriptlan which shows Hardy's inter

est in the vary old in nature is his telling us that Bgdon is
"a tract of country unaltered from the sinister condition that
made Caesar anxious to leave its gloom before autumn...a Homer's
1.
Cimmerian land." The reference hero to persons of antiquity
makes the reader feel even more keenly the great age of the
heath.

Hardy says of it, "the great inviolate place had an
E.
ancient permanence %e sea cannot claim.*
"...With the ex
ception of an aged highway, and a still more aged barrow
presently to be referred to—themselves Almost crystallized
to natural products by long continuance—even the most trif
ling irregularities were not caused by pickaxe, plough, or
spade, but remained as the very linger—touches of the last
3.
geological change."
In Teas, too, we find Hardy int(*i'jt.ted
in the ancientness of certain localities. He comments that
the Chase was one of the oldest woodlands of England, still
existing of undoubted primeval date. The Druidical mistle
toe still grew in aged oaks, and the great yew trees, "not
4.
planted by the hand of man", grew as they had grown long
ago. In the same book Hardy refers to the black loam brought
"by the river when it was as wide as the whole valley" as "an
essence of soils, pounded champaigns of the past out of which
1. Hardy, Return of Bative, p. 52.
2. Ibid., 6
3. Ibid., 6
4. Thomas Hardy, Tees of the D'Drbervillee. (New York and Lon
don, 1893) p. 42.
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cerne all the fertility of the mead and of the cattle grazing
1*

there."
HoTlag through Hardy's treatment of antiquity In nature
Is the feeling that there la oontlnmity In nature» a quality
of changelesaness that has gone through oonntleaa years.
Cities, too, may achieve superiority, in point of age, to man.
Casterbridge «as an ''antiquated borough untnuohed by the faintE.
est sprinkling of modernism."
In Teas there is a nice con
trast between the heath, a part of physical nature itself,
and a city, made by the hands of man.

The tmn of Sandbourne

which "had chosen to spring up" near %don Heath is called by
Hardy **a glittering novelty" on the vary edge of the "tawny
piece of antiquity", Egdon.

Within a mile from the outskirts

of Sandbourne "every irregularity of the soil was prehistoric,
every channel an undisturbed British trackway, not a sod hav
ing been turned over since the days of the Gaesars.

Yet the

exotic had grown here, suddenly as the prophet's gourd...
3.
this new world in the old."
Egdon is changeless; Sandbourne
co^es as a work of man thrust into a setting which mast re
main after Sandbourne is gone.
Much of Hardy's interest In antiquity may be in objects
that man himself has built, although these objects are iden1. Hardy, Tees. P. 248.
2. Thomas Hardy, The IJayor of Gasterbridge. (Hew York, 1895),
p. 30.
3. Teas, p. 480.

4.

titled with the landscape. For Instance, in Jme we read
aboat a green track leading to the circular British earthbank adjoining.

Jude thought about the great age of the

1.
trackway.

In The Return of the Batlve lardy refers to a

barrow as a segnent of the globe, as perfect as the day it
£.
was throvm up.
Hardy describes the old churches of Christminister, the ruins of Stonehenge, the 3athsheba*a weatherbeaten ancient bam, shoving us that the bulldlz^ erected by
may will cnmble end decay, while the soil, rocks, and hills
remain little changed.
Indestructibility of ^hyaioal Nature
Mankind, Hardy shows us, is unable to change the heath.
To be%r this out. Hardy tells us that Sgdon defied cultiva
tion by man.

It was, in fact, an obsolete thing which bad

"slipped out of its century generations ago, to intrude ss an
uncouth object into this."

Clyjo, a true son of the heath,

derived a certain barbarous satisfaction from reflecting that
no aeount of cultivation prevented tho heath from "slipping
3.
back into its furze growths again."
Sgdcxn Heath was, accord
ing to Hardy, an anclant ouuntry whose surface never stirred
4.
to a finger depth. Sature is, to Hardy, indestructible in
comparison with the ephemeral quality of humanity. As time
goes on, man passes and his works fall away, yet nature Itself
1. Thomas Hardy, Jiide the Obscure. (Hew York, 1095), p. 58
2. P. 14.
3. ?. 39.
4. Kayor of Gasterbrldge. 381.

5

reisalns In the world, a force to influence the next generation
of men. For Instance, Horcombe Hill la cited by Hardy as be
ing one of the most indeatractibla places to be found in all
physical nature. The hill, which formed a part of Sorcombe
Sweleaae, "waa one of the spots mhioh suggest to a passerby
that he is in the presence of a shape approaching the indes
tructible as nearly as any to be found on earth. It was a
featureless oonvaxity of chalk and soil—an ordinary speci
men of those smoothly outlined protuberances of the globe
which may remain undisturbed on some great day of confusion,
tthan far grander heights and dizzy granite precipices tujoble
down."

%don Heath has the same sort of durability and forms

a background for all humanity which has ever lived upon its
gloomy surface.
Through i^e passage about Horcombe Hill runs the idea that
even the moat permanent things on earth may cease to exist.
The passage indicates that Hardy feels that some aspects of
nature are more eternal than others, but that there will pro
bably oome a time of general destruction of physical nature
in the universe. The possibility that nature is not everlast
ing is even more clearly evidenced in the Return of the Hative
where Hardy describes the heath in these words, "Every night
the titanic form of the heath seemed to wait for something,
unmoved dtring so many centuries—through the crises of so

2.
many things that seemed only to await its final overthrow.
1. Madding Crowd, p. 8.
2. Return of Native, p. 4,

6.

In the Haturn of the Satlve Hardy mmkea an Interesting
observation, "To know teat everything on %don had been from
prehistoric times aa unaltered as the stars overhead gave bal-

1.
last to the mind sdrlft on change and harrassed by the new."
It 9oald be an exaggeration of visible facts to suppose
that nature is fixed in its details*

There are oentain changes

which Hardy observes, but it is interesting to note that there
is a patters, of regularity even in these. The general con
tours and outlines of xmture remain the s«ne throughout the
centuries. Some of the changes come in oyoles, year after
year, as a part of the recuperation of physical nature. Hardy
sometimes mentions these oases caaually while speaking about
something of a different character, for example, in the
Mayor of Castarbridge he speaks of the skimalty riding as one
of the excites^nts which leave a permanent mark in the history
of a country town, as"a warm summer permanently marks a ring
in the tree trunk, corresponding with Its date" "%e highway
of Weyion-Priors was "carpeted with dust and the trees put
3.
on dingy green of yoro," the cycle of change in the trees
from a winter bareness to budding out into leaf each spring.
Hardy continues, "Change

tos only to be observed in detail^

but here it was obvious that a long procession of years had
1. Return of tho Hatlve, p. 6.
2. Kayor of Casterbridge. p, 302
3. Ibid, 20.
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1.
passed by."
If animals may be,cow*ldered a part of physical natnre,
re cay observe that their homes are closer to the soil then
those of Ken, and ooaeequtrntly, they live more In contact
with the earth.

Being clcae to nature, ae they are, anicals

re subject to cycles of change.

Hardy menticne epring, the

S«
tire of year "which bring» great changes to the world of kine."
/s there ere cycles in the recurring leafing out of trees each
" '

'

r

' "

-p the same le&vea each autumn, so
cycles In the animal world, corresphysical nature.

•'

1

.

v.he'ico«alc% «rf )»r.v«,r

We find the idea

i hm flying of birds from the north with
i ;Toduotion is another example of cycles

iTi the anWal warlâ,, ar.n %irdy alludes to this, too.
at Hardy's reference to the eternal
anifost, considering his feeling
" physical nature and the closeness
of animals to it.

Ther

1? something significant in the sym-

lolias of the "eternal r ghthawk** whose coarse whirr "burst
3«rcaatinally fruoi the

<p of a tree" while Suke and fitzpiers
3.
remained silent on the h&v. In the Mayor of Caaterbridge
?ardy speaks of a weak liV? 4 "singing a trite old aong that
might have been heard or ti}9 hill at the same hour and in the
' # Cf. Theeis p. 6, Sol
C. Tees, p, E56
% Rood, p. 177

8

sacie way for centuries antoldï

1.
Sere the eternal in nature it

self becomes significant through being reflected in the eaaenoe
of one little song of a bird.
The Malice in Physical Nature
To Hardy nature often assuces the aspect of a vast relent
less force that enccopasees man and ia responsible for his mis
fortunes. Hardy never usee the malicious in mature for pur
poses of pure description. Indeed, the subject omzld not,
froE its implications, lend itself to such treatment. There
are three chief mays in which Hardy uses nature. Some of his
settings are technical and create atmosphere, others achieve
aesthetic ends, am those shioh most nearly indicate his phil
osophy of nature show it in its sinister character affecting
B&n^ind.

•

One sort of technical effect Hardy portrays is that in
which superstition is rampant. There is the Blackmoor country
through mbich Teas walked at night.

She looked from the height

of Bulbarrow into the abyss of chaotic shade which was all that
revealed itself of the vale where she was born. Soon she c&me
to a different sort of soil, the heavy clay soil of Blackmoor
Vale where turnpike roads had never penetrated. Hardy tells us
that superstition lingers longest on those heavy clay soils,
probably because of their isolation. Hardy emphasises dependonce of the mind on physical nature by saying, "The harts that
had been hunted here, the witches that had been pricked and
ducked, the green-spangled fairies that whickered at you as you
1. Uayor of Caeterbridge. p. 3.

9.

passed,—the place teemed with belief in them atill, and they
1.
formed an impish multitude now."
When Hardy has a sad event happening to one of his char
acters, he usually sets the scene in harmonizing surroundings»
Kature at times exhibits an ominous appearance, not auspicious
for individuals in that particular vicinity.

Such an atmos

phere is noticeable in Uixen Lane, which Hardy terms "mildew2
ed leaf", close to the open country. Hardy creates another
such background on the occasion of Tess's unfortunate visit
to her husbaM's relatives. "The shrubs on the Vicarage lawn
rustled uncomfortably in the frosty breeze"...The ivy-leaves

a.

were "weazened and gray from the nipping wind."
was en even more evil appearing place.

Cross-in-Hand

Hardy emphasizes the

sinistor aspect of that lonely place where Teas swore never to
tempt Alec again, feeling, even as she swore it, that something
evil would come of their meeting.

We are told that Cross-in-

HaiMi was the most forlorn of all spots on that bleached and
desolate landscape. The place was "so far removed from the
charm which is sought in landscape by artists and view lovers
as to reach a new kirwd of beauty, a negative beauty of tragic
4.
tone." The name Cross-in-Sand came from a stone pillar, a rude
monolith which oould not have been hewn in any local quarry,
1. Tess. p. 440.
2. Mayor of Casterbridge. p. 294.
3. Tes*, p. 380.
I. Ibid, p. 395.

10,

and on the pillar was carved a human hand. The origin of the
stone was rather imcertain*

It might have bean a boundary or

meeting place, perhaps a sort of altar. "Whatever the origin
of the relic, there was and ia something sinister or solemn,
acoordinff to mood, in the scene amid which it stands, something

1.
to impress tha most phlegmatic passer-by."

The wierd feelii^

Ear#ry conveys Is intensified when we learn that criminals had
b^en hanged at that place.
Another landscape picture in which we sea potential ill
fortune is that of %gdon, "a lonely face suggesting tragical
8.
possibilities". Upon the occasion of Bustaeia's flight from
home. Hardy tells us that "never was harmony more perfect than
that between tiîe chaos of her mind and the chaos of the world
without."

Lumps of "fleshy fungi, which at this season lay

scattered about the hearth like the rotten liner and lungs
of soma colossal animal" lay in her path, and the moon and stars
. 3.
wore obliterated by clouds of rain.
Another scene pervaded with gloom is that in which Angel
Clare and Teas arrive at ancient Melchaster Bridge, while run
ning aimy from the scene of her crime.
sure justice which was to overtake her.
black as a cave...all around
Toss, p. 396.

2. Return of the Native p. 5.
3. Idem, p. 358.

As they fled from the
"The night grew as

open loneliness and black

11

1.
solitude, over which a stiff breeze blew."
More distinctly Bardyeaque is his treatment of the de
liberately sslicious in nature. There was a certain einietar character about the ses at Budnouth. Bardy tells us iron
ically that the people therm prayed frequently for a dry death,

2.

but their prayers were unanswered,
Frobfibly Hardy's most o^rfeot siEiaplt of the ssalica of
nature to hansanity is the death of Mrs. Yeobrlght.

All nature

seemad in conspiracy against her. Hoartbrofcea at her son's
supposed denial of hor, ahe began her journey home. The sun
pag like something mercileaa to conauine her. She aoemed pin
ioned to an earthly ball that caused her misery. %han she had
sunk down, cocplotely ezhauatsd by the heat, a poisonous adder
crept up and gave her the bite which caused her death. It la
interesting to note a typical Hardy touch here. The heath folk
tried to counteract the effect of the poison by applying the
3.
fat of another freshly killed adder.
The power of the heath is great enough to counteract any
htinan efforts to change it. Hardy has cms man dying ahile try
ing to cultivate Sgdon, another dying mbile fertilizing it, then
4.
Wildeve coming "like Amerigo Teapuccio." The heath proved just
9S obstinate to huEan aggression in his case.

Wildeve «as al

ways unhappy thore and finally met his death upon the heath
•*. Tees, p. 500-501.
S. Par front the Madding Crowd, p. 370.
3. Return of the Native, p. 891.
4. Ibid, p. 55.

12.

while trying to escape It,
Hardy describee certain places in nature which see© par
ticularly nalicious to mamclnd.

One aiich place was that to

which Jme want, after Sue hsd left him. It was "a dreary,
strange, flat scene, where boughs dripped and coughs and coa1«
sumption lurked, and where be had been before," In connection
with this Incident Earây describes th» apot in Wessex known
as "the crest of down by Brown House, where the road to Alfïedstoh orossea the old Hidgeway.

Her© the first winter sleets and

enowa fall and lie, aM here the spring frost lingers last unthawed.

Here in the teeth of the northeast wind and rain Jcade

now pursued his way, wet through, the necessary slowness of his
walk from lack of his fonser strength being insufficient to
maintain his heat." He spread his blanket on the grouzWl and
lay domi to rest. It was dark when ha finally arrived at Al
fred aton, and he bad a cup of tea, "the deadly chill that be
gan to creep into his bones being too much for him to endure
fasting."
It is not remarkable that Hardy's characters believe it
is the malice in nature that frequently takes toll in hucan life.
Joseph Poorgrass thought that Banny's death sight have been
caused by "biding tn the night winâ," for she used to cough a
3.
great deal in the winter time.
1. Jude. p. 432.
2. Jude.p. 466
3. Par from the ^adding Crowd, p. 387.
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In ïïarây'a work nature is vnfriondlj to the ordimry
nesôB and oonvsnisnces of human beings.

In the Woodlrindarg

we road 3f a hoase, the aituotion of which is''prejudicial to
htusanitx", although "a stlnsalus to vegetation.**

The place was

built In tices when humanity only desired shaltor froE the boi
sterous, and "its holloa site was an ocular reminder by its unfltnees for modern liYm of the -fragility to sblcb theso have
declined."

When Grace gnd Felloe were trying to brave the storm

in the woods together, nature la the source of diaôomfort to
then too.

Upon turning away from Felice, Grace ma encircled

by deep darknosa and experienced the "cold kiss of the wind"
where Mrs. Ghsmond * a warn fur hsd been, and she did not know

£.

which way to go.
In far frors the Madding Crowd is a deeoriptlon of the com
ing of cold weather. "It was a time when in cottages the breath
of the sleepers freezes on the sheets...many a ssall bird went
3
to "bed scpperleag that ni^ht."* In far fr6m the Madding Crowd
Hardy says that the rain reduced Gabriel to a "homogeneous sop".
To be warm and «ell-housed are but two of the fUndanental
needs of can.
body.

Another even more Important one is food for the

Christopher Correy in the Mayor of Casterbridge senses

soBîe fault in the nature of the countyy where he lives when ha
%oins8 F&rdy, The ??ocdl.nnders. fïïew York, 1887)
2. Ibid, p. 293.
3. ?ar from the Eadding Crowd, p. E2.
4. Ibid, n. 299.

14.

complains of his m&ny children and *Qod-e* ilighty sanding his
1.
littl« tst-ies so terrible small to fill thms "5dth«" In the
or of Caetmr^rid&e, a Scotchman has bean curing had 3or&.

He

6878, "To fetch it hack entirely ia impossible; datura won't

2.
stand so much as that."
içhan man is in degpair. Hardy indicates that natura may
bg thfî oaaee of snob a atata of isiad, gr it nay aiagEent tha
condition.

After Sargaant Troy had plantad flowers on fanny*3

grata, as a last sad tribute to her, rain dripped through toe
old gargoyles and nashftd the planta away, leaving little pools
of wator in plaça of the -aptarned roots. Troy'a grief œaa of
3.
no concern to nature.
The Indifference of Physical Nature
Batoro^a iMiffaronce to the feelings of man la illustrated
in a different fashion in "Taaa, Hatnre roflecta no sympathy
in the following instanc#i:

After Tass's death, * Liza-Lu and

Clare tried to console each ot^aar, silently and uselessly:
"Thou^ they sors young, they walked with bowed heads, which
4.
gait of grief the sun's raya amiled on pitilesBly." Another
such instance ia found in Jado. This is the sotting briefly:
Jude lay on his cot, dying of consumption, and Arabella, real
izing that he would soon be gone, tried to eask her impatience
1. Mayor of Casterbridge» p. 60.
2. Ibid, p. 53.
3. ?nr ftom the Kadding Croad. p. 360-3.
4. Teas, p. 606.

15.

to regain her freed.on.

In. the street a oelehration wa in full

swing, so Arabella, tired of the atmosphere of death, closed
While Jim a ws.u dy1.
ing, the sun shone brightly and the siy #aw brilliant.
Hardy
the door behind her and joined the crowi.

again mentions the beauty of the day when Jade had jiassed a^ray,
as if to show the lack of sympathy which nature has for man.
This oheerfbIness out-of-doors on the ooeaeione of Teas'a and
Juda'a deaths intensifies the feeling that wan ean eipoot nothing
from nature. The lack of harmony between evonts &nd surronadings makes human grief seem the sadder.
Hardy rsrely writes of nature being friendly to nan, but
there are three suoh instances in which the Implication is that
nature may exhibit kindness.

In Par from the Kidding Crowd.

Gabriel la ooncerned about the effeot ?anny'& death aill have
on Bathsheba.

He hoped that "the whole truth of tho matter

might not bo published until the girl h&d been in the grave a
fS# days, when the Interposing barriers of earth and time ooull
deaden the sting that revelation aad Inuidious remarks would

2.
have for Bathsheba right now."

i* the Retorn of the Hativ*. as

is mentioned again in this paper, Ciym suos the friendliness
3.
and geniality of the hills.
Eardy has his peasants fearing
night, but there is another aspect of alght ou the heath. "In
lonely districts night is a proteotioii rather than a danger to
1. JWle. p. 481.
2. Far from the Madding Crowd, p. 332.
3. Return of the Ifative. p. 117.
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BOleelesa paûestrlans," and, knowing this, fes« pormued the
neareat coure® along bylanea that she wcmld have feared in the
daytime.

On® oould not say that Hardy *»s impresmed with the

klz&dneee of nature, due to the prodoaimnoe in his work of in-

1.
stances of its unfriendliness*
Inoi&entally, we find the element8 shondng malice to man'#
work#, as well as to man himself, indioatiog that they are im

partial to everything on earth. In the Return of the Satlve.
Hardy speaks of old ohorohea on a rainy night. Their craoks wid

en, and stains <m the oeilinga of decayed manorhouaea inoreaaa.
fhe azpanae of the whole heath had a subdued hiss under the
downpour of rain, although the heath would, of course, recover

from the deluge, whereas the old houses and church## would retain their injury.

The Cruelty of Nature
There is a constant struggle in nature among its creatures
for superiority over each other.

The struggle for existence is

in all forma of life, from the lowest animala up to man, the

stronger overcoming the waa&er in the coamon will to live.
Hardy observes the results of this struggle in plants in The
Kocdlandera. "Bare, as everywhere, the Unfulfilled Intention,
which makes life what it is, was an obvious as it could be
among the depraved crowds of a city slum....The leaf was deformr
ad, the curve was crippled, the taper was Interruped, the lichen
1" Te**- P« 440, Thesis
2. Return of the Bative, p. 363.
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ate th* Tlgnar of the stalk, an& tho
death the ^roolslog *çpllng."

elowly atrangiai to

Tha Btrwggï* for axiateaoe, then.

Is prsaa&t In planta maoh aa it 1@ among the lower olaaaea of

1.
hwmanity.

la the r&alo of animal Ufa, too, *e flad the aame

etroggle. It ^roû%A*a a atranger affeot in Clya during hla
wild *Rl6 beok to Aiuerabrth after dleoovaring that Ruataoia
had ^ofuBeù his mother &d5ûttcnc* lato their house. "S@ had
oace bofore felt In hla own perao# thle over^owarlog of the
forvia by tha lnaalMata....Ail the life vielbie *au in the ahap#
or a solitary thru&h cracking a ewall eoall upon the door-aton*
far hla braalfaat, and hla tapping Beanad * loud nolao in the
£«

gonwral allenoe ahloh prevailed."
SoBiàea in men, plaata, jnd aalB&la, theme la a struggle
for aalutence in K8n*6 worze.

The aeaaltive Jude felt the

effect o? tho orueltj of nature upon certain aged araoticna.
*?h8 condition of aavaral moveu him aa he *ould have been moved
bj oalned wentlent beings."

They «ere sounded, broken, aloaghr

Ing off thai? outer ahape in tha deadly atruggle agalnat ynsra,
B.
weathor, ^nd sen."
&o *e find the aame atruggla for exlateno*
going on all through tha unlvarae, in phyalcal nature Itaelf,
In anlmala, asn, Jnd even in man/a worka.
#608989 of their direct oontaot mlth nature, Hnlmala may
be aalâ to be cloaer to ^hyaloal nature than maru

Still, Hwrdy

doe# not foal that uature le any kinder in her provision for
1. Th# WoedlftnAora . p. 59.
E. Return of the llatlve. p. 328.
3, Thomae Hardy, Jude. p. 95.
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them for this reason.

for instmca, wbb obliged to sotmâ

a olacker to frighten sway tha birds fr-® the farmer'm grain.
"R®

the olackar until hie arm achod, but mt length

hie h##rt gre* eynifathetic with the blrda' thwarted dealrme.
They seemeà, like hlmeelf, to be livlnp la a world lAloh dlâ
m.
not mnt them.* Alwaym tender-hearted toward crestares, in
later yeara, whsn Jwde **8 oompelled tn bntdher a pig far Arabella, "the lAlte enow, stained with the blood of him fellov
mortal, wore an Illogical look to him as a lover of jastloo,"
Sge felt the same sort of sympathy for her pl^eone when ohe
knew they «mat be sold qnd would be killed to fornlah money
3.
for
arfa heraelf.
Gabriel's grief at the loss of his sheep,

although no doubt tempered by the lose of profit in them, show
ed the sympathy nf man for oremtrrea weaker than hlmeelf.

This

would Indicate that Hardy feels deeply how animals emffer frr®
life. In ooMQon with man, and that ®»n, oonsequently, ezperlaooes
a feelli^ of oompasalon for his fellow-oreatures.
The malice of nature may seem oruelty to some persons.

Jade foimd* upon growing up, that #venta did not rhyme es he
thowfht they wcmld, "Katore'e logic was too horrid for him to
care for.

That mercy toward one set of oreetnrcs was cruelty

4,
to eaother slo^aned bis aanao of harRony. There seems to be
1# ^^de* p. 10.
2. Ibid, p. 73.
3. Ibid, p. 364.

4. Ibid, p. 14.
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DO hop* thmt natar@ *T@r mill

klnA.

Rven If it sere, its

kin&n*88 to Ran ndpht h* tho aonre# of nretchedaeoa to other
crmatnrea.
The eeno idna, thet aalic* tn%nr6 one 8et cf creetaraa
lany prove kindness to arotber is brought out in the o&ee of
Jsn'e and Gmbriel*» hrntinf! for thm gyieios who hRd mufj&oeedly
taken Bethebebc'e horeea. Thm r&Jn ob@o%reA tha horsoe'e hoofrrlnte ao thnt ther^ verm "little eooopR of Eater whleb refleot-

1.
ed the flmme of tbf* isaÊeb-llke eyme."

Here imfrlondlineet t@-

imrd Gebriel #oald nRfnrally be kiixdneRB tn the Ryj^eloc, *ko
*oald then bn able to ret the horeee amay. Tho effect of tbia
peeE&ee soon thr reader is iaplleit.
Rneteoia 7ye wnp ennther vlotin of nsttre. The wlnge of
her socl %^re brokon by tho cmml obBtrnctlTenoBB nf &11 about
ber, Rerdy hsa her e&y, "The cruolty of pnttln# Re late this
ill-concei7eC world—I «ss oepeble of muoh, bnt I have been

2.
injured bnd bli^rhted by things boyond xoy control,"
that she ie right.

and «* f#*l

A good ahare of the things beyond Eaataoia'#

control rrme the wTironaent In whloh she fotnd here&lf obliged
3.
to live* Fere, clearly, is an instance of e Roman wîioes ontir*
life «&8 injured by oirecnatanoee aronnd her.
At certain tl^es we find the poodle in Rnrdy's books longing fnr death as thm only aura release from the tyranny of life.
1. ?ar from theMsddinR Crowd, p. 14.
£. Retnm of the Batlv*. p. 368.
3. Cff.Thesie

18:%eturn of the Bative. p. 308,

so.

Onalrla to make aâjustiP«nt8 to their eurronodInge, they tiurn
to amtvr# to give thw the relief of oblivion. In death #e
find Raetmeie attaining that peeoe #kioh earn never here In life,

fhtie th# peeeivity end lack of reeietenoe ehioh death hrooght
her was the only way ehe had of eonqttering an Tmoongwial en
vironment.

Eardy'e implieation #ea that KnetAoia, in her dee-

pair, actually drowned herself.

Fe eaye, "Tenn vanished under

the stream, and oaae up with an ermful of wet drapery enolosing
a woman's cold form, wbioh
ate SDstacia."

all that remained of tb# desper

Clym observed the eternal r^ridity on her faee.

She looked at home at laet, though she had never belonged to
the Festh in life.

Clym felt that he should have died and

lustaoia to have lived.—«"It is I «Ao ought to havm dromed
myself," said GI7R. ''It would have been a charity to the living
bad the river overwhelmed me and borne her up.
die.

But I cannot

Those who ought to have lived lie dead, and here I am

1.
alive."

Susan, Farfrai, lucetta, and Blisabeth had all gone

frnm Fenohord.

He considered that he might have as many as

thirty or forty years yet to live.
endurable.

"fh« thought of it was un

Re made his way to the weir-hole at a place called

Ten Hatches,

"for a second or two he stood beside the weir-

hole where the water was at Its deepest.

Be looked backiwards

and forwards, and no creature appeared in view. He then took
off his coat and hat, and stood on the brink of the stream with
his bands clasped in front of him.

1. 'Return of the lative. pp. 094--377, end p. 382.

ZI

"While his ey©e were bant on the «ater beneath»there
slowly became TIBible a something floating in the circular
pool formed by the wash of the centuries; the pool he was in
tending to make hie death-bed.

At first it was indistinct

by reason of the shadow from the bank; but it emerged thence
and took shape,which was that of a human body, lyii% stiff
and stark upon the surface of the stream,"

To his horror,

Henchard perceived it was his own effigy, and his sense of the

1.
supernatural overcame the lure of the water for him.
Nature's malice seems oddly calculated at times.

She re

fused to grant Jade the respite of death. Unable to Jumj>
through the ice, "he supposed that he was not a sufficiently
dignified person for suicide.

Peaceful death abhorred him as

a subject and would not take him."

Consequently, he consider

ed the next best thing, getting drunk. "Drinkii^ was the regu
lar, stereotyped resource of despairing worthlessness. He be2
gan to see how why some men boozed at inns."
There seems to be a recurrence of malice in Hardy's work,
like the rolling of the earth around the sun.

The bonfires

of the Return of the Hative seem to Hardy to indicate a prom
ethean rebelliousness of the "fettered gods of the emrth again
st the fiat that this recurrent time shall bring foul times,
cold, and death.

"The situation, then, lacks the possibility

of alleviation, if misery is to recur again and again.
1. Mayor of Casterbridge, p. 341-342.
2. Jude The Obscure, p. 79.

Seeing
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the honfirea remlnâa one of ages ago when men'suffered from
the ooM and other forms of natural malioe, just as the ohar-

1
acters in the Return of the gati-re did throughout their lives.
Influence Upon Humankind
Since nature is a foroe of suoh power in lardy*s work, we
expect it to exert influence on the lives of his characters.
It is interestii^ to note the effects nature has upon characters
of different temperaments and social standings.

Eustacia 7ye

is the outstanding example of an individual whose outlooks and
activities are determined and changed by the physical nature
surrounding her. lustacia was a melancholy, beautiful, discon
tented woman—one with many Innate possibilities Which were
crushed by the oppression of her environment.

Hardy seems to

think that lustacia was meant for the heath, however, rather
than for Budmouth, for he says that the isolation oÉ the heath
makes vulgarity impossible, whereas a narrow life in Budmouth
mtght have completely demeaned her.

Although Eustacia was a

more splendid woman for having lived on Egdon, she was an un
happy one, lacking adjustment to her surroundings.

Egdon was
8
her Hades, and she imbibed much of what was dark on it. "To
dwell on a heath without learning its meaning is like wedding
a foreigner without learning his tongue?

The subtle heath

beauties were lost on Eustacia, and she got only its vapors.
"An environment which would have made a suffering woman a de
votee, a pious woman a psalmist, made a rebellious woman satur1. Return of the Hative. p. 16.
£. Ibid, ?. 68.
3. Ibid, p. 67.

p. 2*

1.
nlae.^ Sustacia was Inolined to hate the people on the heat#.
Clyxn urged her not to blame them, but rather to blame «hat

2.
prodîioeà them, - Sature.

After Sustaeia's enooanter with Mr».

Yeobrlght, which reeult#d In an impassable galf between them,

she begged Clpa to take her to Paris, for she was the "sharer
3.
of his doom.*" When Olgm's blindness inoapaoitated him for #e
life of a gentleman and he began to out ftirse, Buataoia still
elang to the forlorn hope that she might esoape the gloom and
loneliness of Egdoo. Still, she was not afraid to wmlk on the

$#
heath at night, for it held no terrors for her, due probably
to her temperammit which also impelled her to walk on the heath
5.
with Wildeve," to flout the miserable inhabitants of Egâon*.
Sîistaela had premwltionm about the heath, however.

She felt

6.

that it was her misery, her cross, and would be her death.

Wild eve, like Eustacia, abhorred the heath.

*"God, how

lonely it is,*" he said. "'What are piotureaqne ravines and

cliffs to us who see nothing else?""

Kardy makes the power of the

heath evident when he compares Eustacia and Wildeve to two horns
which the sluggis heath had put forth anâAnow drawn in like a
mollusc.

Thamasin senses Wildeveê# feeling of being penned in

1. Return of the latlve. p. 70.
2. Ibid, p. 187.
3. Ibid, p. 249-26*.
4. " , p. 269.

5. "

,p. 266.

6. "*
7. "

, p. 85.
, p. 86.

£4

on Eg&on «h@n she maya that he looks apon It ae "80Beb0#y*8

1.
jail" instead of a "nice wild plaoe to walk in."

î^cœiaain,

of oomrae, wae bora on the heath, whereas Wildeve and Enstaoia
oame a# strainers.

Thomasin*# attitude is in decided contrast

to that of these p|her two.

She call^ Bgdon "a ridioalotis

old place" and told Diggory eâ^e could not be happy anywhere
2»

else. Hardy tells us that she was almost a part of it, like
5.
a bird.
Mrs. Teobright was affêcted by the heath in a different
my. She had an estranged mien, the solitude of the heath in
4.
her face. Hardy seems to feel that she v&a interesting, for
her said of her, and other strongly individualised peiple,
"persons with any weight of character carry, like planets, their
atmosphere with thWB."
Joseph Poorgrass, a comparatively unintelligent person,
read into nature meanings which quite took awsy his calm.
While he was transporting ?anny to her final resting place,
a wiérd feeling crept over him. "fhe air was as an eye struck
8Uddexû.y blind, "and the wagon rolled along through a monoton
ous pallor...."

Joseph look^ at his sad burden, then at the

unfathomable gloom amid the high tirees on each hand, indistinct,
shadowless, ana specter-like in their monochrome gray. He felt
1. Return of the Native . p. 352.
2. Ibid, p. 400.
3. Ibid, p. 214.
4. Ibid, p. 31
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anything hut obeeffal. The nearer houghs were beaded with the

mist to the grsynoss of aged men, and the rmsty-red leaves of
the beaches were hung with similar drops like diamond* on mw

1.
burn hair?

"The gloom of the whole scene and the fhot that

Joseph was carrying a corps# In his wagon

blz\ feel more thœa

melanoholy.
The effect of the heath upon Clgm was quite different from
that upon Zustaola.

Be was drawn to It.

Although fairway said

that a man who does well elsewhere would not live la Rgdon un
less he had a project in his head, Glym, who had been quite

2.
successful in Paris, returned to the heath through preference.

A well-proportioned mind would not have allowed Clym to throw
over his business there. Hardy tells us, but thero sas a strong3.
er attraction pulling Clym hack to Rgdon.
Ee was a product
of the heath, and his estimate of life wae colored by it.

Glym

noticed a friendliness and geniality in the hills, a Ariendli4.
ness that did not exist for Bustacla. The fascination wae
rather humbling for him, however.

Although Clym was aware of

the beauty of suimer, something in the oppressive horiaontality
of %gdon Heath too much reminded Clym of the arena of life and
gave him a sense of bare equality with and no superiority to a
5.
single living thing under the sun. This must have been a deMr,Zrjpm..ing Crowd. p. Z31.
upturn of the Native, p. 172
3. Ibid, p. 176.
4. Ibid. p. 117.
5. Ibid, p. 210.
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presBln* faellng for Cly% to ballmvs that &o was no hishar
than avmn the lower animals.

Thn haath was a craal tmak^nmter

to IhBtacls, tat It had no aoraa affsot on Clym than tn naka
hla m phlloGo/har, fur what had proved the souroa of mlamry
t^ har had not dona 3o fsr him, althog^b ?Rtura did not sxmrt
hmraal? to plaasa either oT thac,
Thnra la nnoh of th* raaatlnn of AanraaaTon fro% amma of
tha ampaota of natara.

fltzplars. In the Wooilandars

fblt th*

111-^ill of natnra toward hlmsalf sni hnman llfa in emnsral.
Tha aarl? mnrnfn# of thia partleolar day wae araary, and *opon
lookln? mit In tha^ray, Aim Aain, fltaplara had abs'arved aona
of Mmlhcryfe Tan draRRln? away % lar&a limb 3kloh haa bean
snapped off e beeoh tree,

^verythla*

eol& and. oolorlaea.

1.
"'Ky food Coa:'" ho 8aia....'?hls le life.'*
tittle Fintock Fonse, which ma "ve%et*hla nature's own
horns" *aa n spot $# inspira the poet and painter of still life,
hHt still It ooaia dram gnans from tho %TiR8rloaely dlspOBaa.
^Itzplarm o&%o as an oytal&er to the mood and fblled to erow
to love It.

Grace wcn anrprlsed that ha disliked the olifteh-

loned wood, whloh waa *11 the dearar to her aa tha ao3no of
3.
their Goartahip. lira. ChArmond aa3, like fitepiers, not a
native of Bintook; ahe watohed the rain flooding the window
panes and ooneldered the futility of her love for %ltgflers.
"'0,' aba RuroBred...."Sorrow and bitterness in the sky, and

1. The WoQ&lmnders. p. 263.
2. Ibid, p. 66.
3. Ibid, f. 219.
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floods of agonized tears beating against the panes. 0, wby
were we given hnngry hearts and wild desires if we have to live

1.
in a world like this*;*"
There are some interestilg emotional reactions wbloh Bardy
attributes to homans in the presence of oertain aspects of natnme. Gabriel Oaks, nnonltivated in oompariaoo with these others,
poald feel the power of nature, especially irtjen his own alms
and wishes appeared to be thwrted. tn Far from the Madding
Crowd we have Gabriel considering dubiously the value of his
own pwraonto the unl^rse. "He wiped his weary brow, and look
ed again at the black forms of the unprotected stacks.
his life so valuable to him after all?

Was

What were his prospects

that he should be chary of running risK when important and ur-

2.
gent labor could not be carried on without risk?"

Hardy says

that '*love, life, everything human eewaed small and triffling
in such close Juxtaposition with an infuriated univwse."
This, perhaps, explains why Gabriel did not feel justified in

even sacrificing a crop of hay to the elements In order to save
his omm life from danger.

Hardy shows another emotional reac-

ticm to nature in The Boodlanders.

We read, "It was a calm

afternoon, and there was everywhere around that sign of great
uMertakings on the part of vegetable nature which is apt to
fill reflective human beings who are not undertaking much them1. The Wo(^lander8. p. 836.
2. Par from the Madding Crowd, p. 292.
3. Ibid, p. 294.

se

1.
aelvea with a sudd«n tmaasineas at the contrast"
Hattxro,
then, continuas her enterprises whether people attempt much or
not.
There are other soenes in nature, which Hardy indicates
ae inspiring people with awe or fear. Such a one was "M&rshr
oombe Bottom, intensely dark with "ondergrowth and popularly
2.
supposed to he haunted by spirits." We can Imagine Christo-

j^#r Correy hurrying to pass this place quickly on a dark
night, whereas Fitzpiere would scarcely admit to himself more
than a momentarily unpleasant feeling at the prospect. light
out of doors brings to human beeings sentiments of varying na
tures, depending upon the person and the locality.

There is

one such scene on Bgdon Heath, typically a Hardy description.
"It was a night which led the traveler's thoughts instinctively
on nocturnal scenes of disaster in the chronicles of th# world,

on all that is terrible and dark in history and legend—the
last plague of Egypt, the destruction of Sennacherib's host,
3.
the agony in Gethsemaneï
Gabriel was the sort of person Wio
would not desire company to relieve solitude, whereas most

people would wish t$.

In Par Pro# the Madding Crowd Gabriel

discovers Bathsheba and her aunt, working close by him in the
very earl? morning. "To find themselves utterly alone at night
where company is desireable and unexpected makes some people

1. The Wocdlanders. p. 159.
2. Ibid, p. 305.
3. Return of the Hative, p. 358.
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fearful, but a case more trying by far to the nervee is to die-

1.
coTer some raysteri^us oompmnlOBShip...."

Teas and Clare achie

ved a quality of aloofness from all humanity. Hardy says, "The
spectral, half-eompouWled light which prevaded the open mead.
Impressed them with a feeling of isolation, as if they were

2.
Adam and Eve.*
Another example of man's emotional reaction to nature
occurs when Eelbury imlks out into the woods. "He set (mt to
look for Giles on a rimy evening Wien the woods seemed to be
in a cold sweat.••the sky had no color, and the trees rose be
fore him as haggard, #çrey phantoms whose days of substantiality
3.
were passed."
"It was a night when sorrow may come to the
brightest without causing any great sense of incongruity,
with impressible persons, love becomes solicitiousness, hope
sinks to œigiving, and fatth to hope; when the exercise of
m#&ory does not stir feelings of regret at opportunities for
ambition that have been passed by, and antioipati<m does not
4.
prompt to enterprise." After Sergeant Troy had deserted Bathshaba, she spent the night in a swampy place whose general as
pect ws malignant, although she had not realizM it until it
stoM revealed by the light of day."
1. Far Prom the Madding Crowd, p. 14,
2. Tes*, p. 167.
3. The Wood laniera, pjf. 290.
4. V&x Prom the Madding Crowd, p. 95.

The hollow seemed a nur-
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aery of peetllenoea great and mmall and la the immediate neighborhooâ of eonfort end health, and Bathaheba arose with a tre-

mo# at having passed the night on the brink of so diemal a
place.*

Then »e have Jiide going ont into the rain to aee Sue,

full of sadness at the uncertainty of the ontoo#e of his attaqhment for her.

"The trees overhead deepened the gloom of the

hour and they dripj>ed madly upon him, impressing him eith fore
bodings, for, though he knew he loved her, he also knew he could
not be more to her than he was.**
Sue, one of Hardy's intellectual characters, observed that
the place of martyrdom», ehoaen by Jade for their meeting place,
«ae ominoue. "So horrid*, she said. "I suppose I ought not
0.
to Bay horrid—I mean gloomy and inauspicious.*
E@r#y has
created an atmosphere here, but he also definitely indicates
Sue's emotional reaction to the depressing surrounding*.

Klia-

abeth Jane would also be considered one of Hardy's more intell

igent characters. She did not hate nature, for she loved the
sea. "She could not herself account for it fully, not knowing
the secret possibly to be that, in additional to early marine
associations, her blood was a sailor's."

Little Abraham, in

fluenced by «hat Teas had told him of our "blighted star", jus
tified the catastrophe of the de&th of their horse by saying,
far Prom the Madding Crowd, p, 348.
2. Jude. p. 128.
3. Ibid,

115.

4. Mayor of CaeterbrÈdee. p. 352.
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live on a blighted star, and not a moond (me,

"'Tie beoaama

1.
isn't it. Tes*?'"

feso agreed with him.

Ihea Troy witnessed

the havoc the rain had made of the flowers he had planted with
anoh oare on fanny's grava, "the sight, oomlng as it did, superimposed upon the âar|p scenery of the previous days, formed a
sort of ollmax to the whole panorama, and it #as more than he

2.
could endure."
In fees we have an Instanee of Mature affeotlng a whole
group of people. "Asld the oozing fatness and «arm ferments
of the vale, at a season when the rush of juices could almost

be heard below the hiss of fertilisation; it «as impossible
that the most fanciful love should not grow passionate.

The

ready bbscms existing there were impregnated by their surround3.
Ings."
Thus, in fese. nature predisposes humans to particu

lar emotions at the July season of the year.
Ifen is not al«ays conscious of the appearance of mture,
if his own sorrows exclude them from his mind.

Jude wishW to

marry Sue, now that he had a legal right, but Sue still éemurred, distrusting what marriage might do to their love.

The

landscape was colorless as they walked along. "The pair, how
ever, were so absorbed in their own situation that their surroun4.
dings were little in their consciousness."
1. Tess. p. 34.
£. Hardy,.?ar froni the Madding; Crowd, p. 5Ô-363
3. Tess, p. 190
4. Jude. p. 505

3B

Tbroughottt Hardy'a work he has certain of hie characters
quite in harmony with Nature and her plans, and others who re
bel against these plans.

Usually, the field folk think it

useless to resent the scheme of things» and consefoently, fare
better than those who realize too keenly the difference of aim
between nature and themselves.

Clym is in harmony with nature,

while Euatacia revolts against it. He finally becomes "a par
asite on the heath...thinking the regulation thoughts of a
1.
furze-cutter, to judge by his motions." For this reason he is
able to sing, while Euatacia only curses the fate which detains
her in Sgdon.
The reactions of foolish Christian Cantle to nature are
typical of the extremely simple mlM. He has a certain super

stitious terror of the heath.at night, because he cannot see it

2.
as hQ can In daytime.

Still the heath never hurt him, as it

did Euatacia and lildeve, neither of whom feared it.
Hardy thinks that people -Ao are more or less gregarious
have a different attitude toward nature than those alone with
it# the latter being almost pantheistic at times.

Those Wbo

live close to Mature,* he says, "especially in lonely places,
too, have a different outlook from those in cities."

Women

whose chief comjmnlons are the forms and forces of out-door
nature retain in their souls more of the Pagan fantasy of
their remote forefathers than of the systematized religion

1. Beturn of the Native, p; 219,
E. Ibid, p. 321.

00.

taught their race at later date."

fhia might be due to their

being allowed to draw their own conolusiona about auoh matters
more than are those who associate eactensiTely with other people.
Teas began to develop similar ideas, too.... "Her naturally
bright intelligence had begun to admit the fatalistic convic
tions common to field-folk and those who associate more exten
sively with natural phenomena than with their fellow-creatures
..."

Here we recognize a passive submission which is common

in Hardy*s peasants.
Instead of human experiences teing effected by nature,
Lardy shows nature here as a reflection of these experiences,
fhe effect nature has upon an individual depends somewhat upon
his state of mind at the time of the impression. Tesshad alymya noticed the beauty of the "familiar green world."..."It
was always beautiful from here; it was terribly beautiful to
Teas today, for since her eyes last fell upon It she had learn
ed that the serpent hisses where the sweet birds sing, and her
views of life had been totally changed for her Iry the lesson."
The other times when Teas had beheld this scene, she was but a
child, and her estimate of its beauty had been the childish
one of simple pleasure, but now that her experiences of the
world had embittered her outlook, her feelings about even this
lovely scene in nature were altered and more thoughtful.

Some

times the natural processes around Tess seemed a part of her
own story. "The midnight air and gusts, moaning amongst the
tightly-wrapped buds and bark of the winter twigs, were formu1. Teas, p. 134-135, 259.
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la@ of bitter refroaoh."

A vet day seemeê to Teas to be a

direst expression of grief at her eeakneae in the mind of *"8(me
vague ethical beizR eh© could not class definitely as the God

1.
of her childhood, and could not ctmpreheM as any other."
So
#e sea Tesa feeling that nature mirrored her own experiences,
a tribute to nature that time had taught her.
Hardy's Use of Description In Physical Nature
Hai^y al#o describes physical nature to show its vmrious
manifestations. One such aspect he uses is that of gloom.
Hardy, of course, excels in the portrayal of melancholy scenes
in nature.

A great deal of the monotony and grayneee, which is

the effect we get from such passages, comes from the smsmm
or times of day he chooses. In the Wocdlanders there is a des
cription of this type. Grace is going on an errand for poor
old Grasmer. "fhe morning loo&ed forbidding enough when she
stealthily edged forth.

The battle between show and thaw was

continuing in mid air, the trees dripped on garden plots where
no vegetables would grow for the dripping, though they were
planted year after year with that curious mechanical regularity

2.
of country people in the face of hopelessness..."
It is difficult to conceive of a mwe uninteresting time
of the year than an early March morning.

The snow® of winter

are gone, yet there is no green to replace the bareness left

in their wake. "The dawn of a March morning is singularly in
expressive, and there is nothing to show where the eastern
1. Teas, p. 96, 108.
2. The Woodlanders. p. 144.
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horlmon liee.

Against the twilight rlsos the tropsaoldal top

of the etaok, mhloh has stood forlornly here through the washin# and bleaching of the wintry weather."
The forest In Far from the Ma&dln* Orowd was. In some
part#, capable of emanatli% gloom at almost any time of the day.

Hardy says of it, "By reason of the density of the interwoven
foliage overhead, It wee gloomy there at oloodless noontide,
twilight in the QWilng, dark as midnight at dusk, and black
as the ninth plague of Egypt at midnight.

To describe the

spot Is to call It a vast, low, naturally formed ball, the
plnmy celling of whloh was supported by slender pillars of
living wood, the floor being covered with a soft dun carpet of
dead splkelets and mildewed cones, with a tuft of grass-blades

2.
here and there."

Dead and mildewed are typical words for Hardy

to use in this.

These prededlng paragraphs serve to show Eardy's use of
darkness and gloominess in physical nature.

Hardy, by using a

traglo situation of human life, creates an effect of forlornnese when be tells us that Tess's beby was borlM la "...that
shabby comer of God's allotment where He allows the nettles

to grow, and where all unbaptlmed babies, notorious drunkards,
sulclMs, and others of the conjecturally damned are laid."
Hardy makes this scene In nature unpleasant by referring to
nettles which grew there.

1. Tess. p. 414.
2. gar from the Kaddln* Crowd, p. 186.
3. Tees, p. lEE.
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A weme not eapeoially pathetlo, Wt almost wier& In It#
quiet oolorlessness, is foimâ in the Return of the Hative.

"The air was «arm with a vaporous warath, and the atiXXness
unbroken.

Ll»ar&a, grasshoppers, end ante were the only living

things to be beheld. The #»ew seemed to belong to the anoient
world of the oarbonlferoua period, when the forms of plants
were few and of the f#m kind, when there was neither bud nor
blossom, nothing but a monotonous extent of leafage, mid which

1.
no bird sang."
Hardy's desorlptloa of the sees© Gabriel witnessed after
the death of his sheep fascinates us by its very unoannlness
and inhumanity.

"By the outer margin of the pit was an oval

pond, and over it hung the attentuated skeleton of a shrome
yellow moon, sbleh had only a few days to last—the morning
star dogging her on the right hand*

The pool glittered like

a dead man's eye, and as the world awoke a breeze blew, shaking #d elongating the reflsotlon of the moon without breaking

it, and turning the Image of the star to a phosphoric streak

2.
upon the wster.

All this Oak saw and remembered."

This pic

ture, with its suggestions of death is a fine illustration of
Hardy's impressionism.
Man may sense something of the eternal in the universe
if the time and setting is right.

"To persons standing alone

on a bill during a clear midnight such as this, the roll of the
world eastward is almost a panoramic glide of the stars past
1. Return of the Hative. p. 207.

2. Far Prom the Madding Crowd, p. 41.

earthly objeota, wbloh le perceptible in » few minutes of still

ness, or by the better outlook upon epaoe that a hill affords,
or by the wind, or by the solitude; tat whatever be its origin,
the Irnqpreaeion of riding along is vivid and abiding.

The poet

ry of motion is a phrase muoh in use, and to enjoy the epic
form of that gratifiqatioo it

naeeasary to stand tel a hill

at a email hour of the night, and, having first expanded with
a aenme of difference from the maes of oivillfed mankind, mdio
are horimontai and disregardfol of all suoh proceedinga at
this tinie, long and quietly #ateh your stately progress through
the stars.

After suoh a nocturnal reconnoitre among these as

tral clusters, aloft from the customary haunts of thoughts and
vision, some men may feel raised to a capability for eternity
at oaaLce."

When Teas observed the "mute procession" of trees

and hedgea «hioh passed her shoulders during her early morning

ride to sell the milk for her father, this vegetatl m seemed
to her to be "attached to fantastic scenes outside reality,
and the occasional heave of the wind became the sigh of some

immexme sad soul, conterminous with the universe in space, and
1#
#ith hlslory in ti##."
Nature at such times. Hardy realizes,
is sometimes most silent and meaningful, being dissociated from
the bustle and stir of humanity that usually takes place in the
daytime.

One of Hardy's most splendid and terror-inspiring pictures
of physical nature is that of the coming of the storm in Far

1. Par from the Madding Crowd, p. 9-10; Teas, p. 34.
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from the Jtodâlm Croiâ. in which nature ostantatlowaly destrof®

what is a season's crop for nany farmer#.

While Gabriel was

abeorbed in his meditatiooe, his thought wae enddenly broken
ty the 80%nd of the weakervane on the ooaoh honae turning

armmd, the elgnal for a diaaetrone rain. "A hot breeze, as if
breathed from the garted lips of some dragon about to swallow
the globe, formed in the *o*th, while directly oppoaite in the
north arose a grin misshapen body of oloud, in the very teeth
So nnnatnrally did it riae that one eomlâ fbnoy

of the wind.

it to be lifted by maohinery from below.

Meanwhile, the faint

olondlets had flown back into the aontheaat oorner of the eky,
as if in terror of the large oloud, like a young brood gaaed
1.
in npon by mo#e monster..."
"The night bad a ainieter aapeot.

A heated breeme frm the aonth slowly fanned the sommits of
lofty objects, and in the sky dashes of buoyant oload were sail

ing in a oonrs# at right angles to that of another stratum,
neither of them in the direction of the breese below.
as seen through these films, hsd a lurid metalio look.

The moon,
The

fieldG were sallow with the impure light, Mid all were tinged
in the monochrome, as if beheld through stained glass....Thui»-

êer was imminent ana taking some aeoondary appearanoee into eonsideration, it was likely to be followed by one of the lengthen
ed rains wbioh mark the olose of the weather for the season.
Before twelve hours had passed a harvest atmosphere would be a

2.

bygone thing."
from the Madding Crowd, p. ggg.

2. Ibid, p. 261, 269.

p. 39.

A rerj Interesting and imaginative deeoriptioa is given
in Tee#, in oozmeotiou with the coaing of winter to flintoomhAeh. "After this season of congealed daopneea oame a spell of

dry frost #hen strange birds from behind the Borthpole began
to arrive silently on the upland of Plintoomb-Ash; gannt, spec
tral 4reatores *ith tragical eyes—eyes mhioh had witnessed

eeenes of oataohysmal horror, in inaooessible polar regions of
a magnitnâe such aa no hrnman being had ever ooimeived, in curdlli% teskperatnres that no man oonld endnre; shioh had beheld
the orash of Icebergs, and the slide of snoshills by the shoot
ing light of the Aurora, been half-blinded by the whirl of col
ossal etor&s and terraqneoos distortions, and retained the ex

pression of feature that snoh scenes had engendered.
It wonld be unfair to suppose that Bardy haa no eyes for
pure bwuty wmixed M# melancholy. In the out-of-doors world.

One of hie most delightful passages is one in which he tells us
about summer in the country.

"It was the first day of June, and

the sheep-shearing season culminated, the landscape, even to
the leanest pasture, being all health and color.

Every green

was young, every pore was open, and every stalk was swollen with
racing eurrenta of Juice.

God was palpably present in the ooan-

try, and the devil had gone with the world to town,

flossy oat-

kins of the later kinds, fern fronds, like bishops' oroeiers, the
square-headed mosohatel, the odd cuckoo-pint, like an apoplectic

saint in a niche of malachite, clear white ladies* smooks, the
toothwarè, approzimating to human flesh, the enchanter's night-
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#ba&#, #nd the black-pet*led aolef&l-b*ll8, were among the ^uaiater object# of the Timetable world In and about %atherbi%ry at

1.
thla teeming time..,."
HarAy hae eeveral pleasant peaBagea In dbioh he deBoribea
the coming of day.

One of these la fowM in Par frais the MM.-

dig* Greed. "It #aa very early the next morning—a time of sun
and dew.

The confneed beginning# of many birds* eonge spread

into the healthy sir, and the wan blme of heaven was here and
there coated with thin webe of incorporeal clood mhioh were of
no effect in obscnring day.

All the lights in the scaae were

yellcw as to color, end all the shadow* were attentnated aa to
2#
form."
There le mne simrlse in pertlcnlar whloh, althcmgh a little
weird, is remarkable for Its beanty of color effects. "It was

one of the nsual elow snnrlees of thla time of the year, and the
sky, pure violet in the senlth, wac leaden to the northward,
and emrky to

the eo8t....tbe only half of the aun ye# vialble

bnmt rayless, like a red and flameleaa fire shining over a

white hearthstone. The whole effect resembled sunset as child
hood resembles age...Over the west hnng a «mating moon, now dmll
3.
and greenish-yellow, like tarnished brass."
There Is a single line In fees afoich expresses Hardy*s
appreciation of the beanty of the sky.
**band of silver palenees."

1. far from! the Madding Crowd, p. 164.
2. Ibid, p. 276.
3. Ibid, p. 41.
4. fees, p. 504.

He calls the dawn a
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Conclusion
After all. Hardy Is eomewhat of a philosopher and trans
lates ©xparienees of the exterior into meanings *hioh satis
fy his own nature.

There is a statement in gesa Wbioh expresses

Hardy's idea of beauty, "Beauty to her, as to all who have felt,
1#
lay not in the thing, but in the thing 8ym#olia;e&,"
Out of
twenty-two of Hardy's deacri^tians of beauty, Wbieh I have ex"
acined oarefully, eighteen definitely show symboliem.
Hardy feels the beauty of physioal nature, but its beauty
is often to him a mask behind which lurks potential evil and a

2.
disregard for human welfare.
On the one hand. Hardy shows us phyaioal nature, agales#

and abiding; on the other hand is humanity with its petty conflists and tragedies, petty in comparison with the power of
nature.

Still, humanity is the same in all ages.

Tes# says,

"The bast is not to remember that your nature and your past do

ings have been just like thousands and thousands that your oom3.
ing life end doings'11 be like thousands and thousands^" Marty
South says implicitly that human being# have a certain likeness
to eaeh other when she says of Mrs. Oharmond, "So rich, and so

powerful, and yet to groan. Then things don't fay with her any
4.
more than with we." There is a nice comparison of the heath
and man in the Return of the Native.

Egdon was like nan,

1. Teas, p. 378.
2. Cf. Thesis, p.39, (iTote 1, Tess) 10, Fote 1, p. 25, (note 4)

3. Tees, p. 162.
4. Woodlandera, p. 46.
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1.
slighteê and aoàuring.'*
Hardy indlcatos that nature Is supremely indifférant to
human Tloissituées, when it is not deliberately malloiWE, as

it wae in the ease of Mrs. Yeobright's death on the heath.
îess realized the fallacy of holieflag that nature eared about
her Bitsation.

"The trees were jaat ae green ae before; the

birds ean^ and the bwo. shone j%at as elearly now as ever.

The

familiar mnrronndiags had not darkened becanee of her grief,
nor sickened beeause of her pain.

She might have seen that

what had bowed her head so profoundly—th© thought of a world's
concern at her situation, was founded on an illusion.**

Even

the river seemed to her to say, "Why do ye trouble me with your

2,
looks?"

If the river did not reflect îese's sorrows, nature

was equally indifferent to all humanity, good and evil. "I
shouldn't mind learning why the sun do shine on the just and
the unjust alike...But that's what the books will not tell me,"
said Tees.

Hardy feels that it is not nature which judges the

acts of humanity, bu.t rather it is men sbo eondemn each other.

A deed whleh might be wrong in the eyes of humanity is not nec
essarily against the laws of nature. In Teas "Every see-saw
of her breath, every wave of her blood, every pulse singing in
her ears, was É voioe that joined with Sature in revolt against
3.
her serupulousness."
1. Return of the lative. p. 6.

2. Teas, p. 115, 169.
3. Ibid, p. 182, 228.
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Hatur# 1# no lew isdlfftront to man in happier moment#.
Hardy makea anoh an observation in gar from the
Gabriel*a fancy has painted Bathaheba a beauty.

Gromd.
"By one of

thoee wblmaloal ooinoidenoaa in Wxich Sature, like a buay
mother, aeema to apare & ni(went from her unremitting labor# to
turn and make her ohlldren «mile, the girl no# dropped the
eloak, 8n& forth tumbled ropes of black hair over a red jaokë
et."^

nature appear# friaodly here, but me aannot conclude

that Eardy think# of her aa a kindly power, ii&poeed to make
her oreaturea happy.

The Inatanoea in ehich nature is cruelly

indifferent to human #alf&re too far outweigh the above evidenoe.

Even in this osae. Hardy oalls the ayzpathetic mood of

1.
nature a "«himsloal colnoidenee.*
Tea#, Kenchard, Jude, Buataoia, and Rildove ooula all trao#
their niafortunea to the influence of nature.

Teaa'a tragedy

»aa partially brought about by the durknesa and lure of phyai-

2.
oal nature at the tire of her ride home aith Aleo.

Eenchard'#

financial rovoraoe were the reeult of the Inclemency of the
3.
weather, Jude contracted the diaaase which led to hia death
4.
from expoaure to dam^meBa and cold.
Euataciu aaid that not

6.
Wildeve, but the place #he lived In iKta her ruin.
1. far from the Madding Croied. p. IG.
2. Tea#, p. 67-88.

3. Mayor of Caaterbridge. p. 216-218.
4. Jude. p. 126,

6. Return of the Native, p. 345.

The young

Innkeeper hlaeelf was made tmbappy by the lonelineea of 3gdon
Heath beoa%ee, like Euataolo, he iioeeeeeed c twperament edit
ed for eorroondlngs lese bleak and desolate.

Hardy telle ne

that Parle #ae mlted to ysiety and 7%don to yoang phllenthro1.
py. Looking the qnellflaatlosa for fhllaathropy, Saetecla and
WllAeve were, of oouree, cloflte.
Eordy reallxee thut tho effect nature hse upon man 1*
largely the reealt of the attitudes of osn hlnealf.

The qao-

tatloD, Rontloaed above, to the fffeot that the heath qould
Rate 9 plouB wocac Q pealmlet, 6Dd a eiaffering women s devotee,

2.
but made a rebellions wormn eet%mlne,

ezproeeee bast the way

the sane environment oan effect different types of people.
Those oherect^re of Fardy'e TiAio «ro close to the earth and
%ero born In the ccnatry aeem to suffer l@Ga froio their enrroondlngA then do those %ko come ae Btrcngers to the same eoenee.
Oebrlsl Oaka, Chrletopher Correy, Thomasln, nna Zlggory Venn
were all qclto hoppy in the country.

The effect of natore np-

on snch people ac Mrs. Chamond, Eustaola, Wild eve, and ?lt%plcrs ] as been Indloeted In forcor pages.

They Mde a part of

their ow nnhepplnoee by rebelling against natnre.

The natives

of the heath, were, without an ezoeptlon, oontented with their

snrrounaingB,
Belther does Bardy'a conoeptlon of phyeloal nature favor

1. Retnm of the Batlve. p. 24£.
%. Ibid, p. 167, Cf. Thesla y. 23.
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the sentiments of man. Mslhtirjr had noticed 8rac@'« footprints
while he was walking out-of-doors and he thought of her tmaderly. Hardy said, "Mature does not carry con her government with
a Tlew to such feelings and when ad-rancing years render the open
hearts of those that possessed them less dextrous, than formerly.

In shutting against the hlast, they must Inevltahly, like little
1.
eelsndinesy suffer buffeting at will by rain and stom."
Early
shows us how tame end insignlfieant bwoan woes ean seem when
set against the sspeot of Igdon Heath.

Clym had porcelved la

his mind lustaala and another figure oomlng toward hi®. "In
stead of there being before him lustaela and a masculine shape
unknown, there was only the imperturbable countenaaô# of the
heath, which, having defied the cataolysmal onsets of centur

ies, rednoed to Insignlflcanoe the wildest turmtll of a single
man."

Clym had a consciousness of "vast ImpssslTlty" when he

returned home.

In spite of Hardy's feeling that physical nature domin
ates the universe and that man only exists a» best he ean.
Hardy does respect the dignity of the individual.

Im $&e

Woodlandera Hardy tells us that it would be Impossible to des?
cribe Grace Melbury with precision; he continues, "Nsy, from
the hiffhest point of view, to precisely describe a human being, the focus of a universe, how impossible."^
In The Return of the Hatlve there la a nice instance of
1. looâlanAers. p. 19
£. Betarn of the Hatlve. p. 228.
3. Woodlsnders. p. 42.
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th# aapeot# of phyaloal nater* ahloh Har&y binaelf préféra.
Thl# pa#»age ia&leatea Earêy'a raaaoa for portraying *o nooh
of the gloomy aapeot of natare.

He aaya, *Ken have ofteaer

aaff*re& ftoa the oookery of a plaoe to&aBlltng for their reap
aoa than froa the oppreaaiia of aurroaa&lnga overea&ly ttoge*.
Eaggard Egdoo appealed to a aubtler and aoaroer laatlaot, to a
more reoeatlj learnt eaotloa, thaa that mhioh reaponât to the
aort of haauty oalleé oharmlag aa4 fair,
"InAeea, It la a queatiOD if the azolaaive reign of thl*
ortbo&o% beauty la not spproachlag Ita last quarter.

The ne#

Vale of Tempe may be a gaunt waate in Thule; hnman aoula may
flnà tbamaelvea In oloaer an& oloaer harmony with e&terual
thiAgs «e&rlng a aoaherneaa âlstaateful to oar raoe *h»n it
*aa yoangi

The time aeeaw near. If it has not aot&ally arrive*,,

*hen the ohaatenea aablimity of a moor, a sea, or a aonntala
«ill be ail of nature that 1* abaolately In Keeping elth the

1.
moo&B of the more thinking among mankind.*

1, Return of the Bative. p, 4,
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